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In this research two different solution formats for instructional worked-out examples were compared experimentally with regard to several measures of learning outcomes. A typical example problem from the domain of probability theory used for experimentation is the following:

**Problem statement:** At the Olympics, 7 sprinters participate in the 100m-sprint. What is the probability of correctly guessing the winner of the gold, silver, and the bronze medal?

The worked-out solution designed for this type of problem according to the transformational example format was inspired by a "structure mapping view" of analogical transfer (Gentner, 1983). According to this view, transformations of complex problem representations into another (in terms of structure mapping/schema induction) are pivotal processes for learning and problem solving. Instructional worked-out examples designed from this perspective may aim at conveying structural problem features necessary to recognize problem categories. Problem categories comprise classes of isomorphic problems that can be transformed into another (using analogy) and that can be represented in a more abstract way (using problem-type schemas). A problem-type schema consists of information about the defining structural features and the appropriate solution procedures for a class of problems. In our experiments the transformational example solutions had the following structure:

**Problem features:** Selection of 3 sprinters out of seven sprinters; order of selection is important; each sprinter can only be selected once (without replacement)

**Formula:** \( A = \frac{n!}{(n-k)!} \)

**Inserting:** \( n = 7, k = 3 \) \( \Rightarrow A = \frac{7!}{(7-3)!} = 210 \)

**Result:** \( \frac{1}{210} = 0.48\% \)

Learners are known to have difficulties in acquiring structural problem features and problem categories as well as in adapting solution procedures to novel problems that differ from the problem categories conveyed. Thus, we compared the transformational approach to a different instructional approach that was inspired by AI models of derivational analogy (Carbonell, 1984). The main idea of the derivational approach is to convey knowledge on *how to derive solutions* for problems regardless of their problem category and to abandon the mapping/categoryization of problems as well as the application of category-specific solution procedures. In our experiments the basic rationale for the derivational example format is to decompose a complex event into a sequence of individual events. The overall probability is calculated by multiplying the individual-event probabilities. Contrary to the transformational approach, the solution strategy conveyed in the derivational approach is not seen as a solution schema that is applied to the problem as a whole. Instead it is presented as a sequence of solution steps where each step can be justified (and modified) by concrete features of the problem at hand. Therefore, the derivational example format is characterized by a high modularity. The derivational example format had the following structure:

**Rationale:** Calculate probability of correctly guessing the winner of each medal; each medal can be taken into account separately.

**Step 1:** 7 possible choices (sprinters), \( I \) acceptable (winner) \( \Rightarrow 1/7 \)

**Step 2:** 6 possible choices (winner can’t win two medals), \( I \) acceptable choice \( \Rightarrow 1/6 \)

**Additional steps:** Analogous procedure

**Result:** Overall probability: \( 1/7 \cdot 1/6 \cdot 1/5 = 1/210 \approx 0.48\% \)

In order to compare both example formats two hypertext-based experiments using different dependent measures (e.g., learning time, example processing strategies, problem-solving performance, problem classification, problem comparison) were conducted. The results show a clear superiority of the derivational example format with regard to learning time and problem-solving performance.
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